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NEW QUESTION: 1
If a port configured with STP root guard receives a superior
STP BPDU, the port will be put into which state?
A. blocking state
B. root-inconsistent state
C. errdisabled state
D. forwarding state
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are managing employee records. Due to reorganization,
several employees from the Community Relations department in
the location Atlanta are being assigned to a new division at
the beginning of next year.
You have already created the future dated records in the job
information portlet for those employees, including User A, as

shown below.
User A is to be transferred from the location Atlanta to
Charlotte on November 1, 2019. You insert a new Job Information
record for User A with the Take Action command and change only
the location to Charlotte. What are the new values for the
Location and Division fields of the January 1, 2020 record?
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Location:
B. Location:
C. Division:
D. Division:
Answer: A,C

Charlotte
Atlanta
Healthcare
Community Development

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is an example of single sign-on?
A. A password is synchronized between multiple platforms and
the user is required to authenticate with the same password
across each platform.
B. A web access control infrastructure performs authentication
and passes attributes in a HTTP header to multiple
applications.
C. An administrator manages multiple platforms with the same
username and hardware token. The same username and token is
used across all the platforms.
D. Multiple applications have been integrated with a
centralized LDAP directory for authentication and
authorization. A user has to authenticate each time the user
accesses an application.
Answer: B
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